K32™

Chipper
Shredder

with 212cc Viper® Engine
Mfg# 18493

COMPACT, PORTABLE
DESIGN
The Tazz™ K32™ is the ideal height for operation, the right geometry for easy transport,
and compact for efficient storage. The unit
stands 51” tall, so there is no need to lift
material over your head. The handle bar
is angled to put the center of gravity directly above the wheels during
transport for stability. The compact, square shape of the unit gives it a
small footprint in the garage.

ALWAYS-READY,
LARGE DIAMETER
WHEELS
Many chipper shredders have wheels fitted
with inflated tires. The downside with these
wheels is that they can go flat. The Tazz
wheels will never go flat, so they are ready
to roll when you are. Additionally, the 11” wheels on the Tazz are large
enough in diameter to tackle ruts and grooves en route to the work site.

TOUGH, DURABLE
COMPONENTS
The K32™ is made to last. The rugged steel
hopper is designed to efficiently feed plant
matter into the grinding chamber and to
withstand the bangs and bumps that occur
when working with large limbs. Also, in
the grinding chamber the tri- and j-hammers will reduce material 20:1.
These parts have been in production for over two decades.

POWERFUL VIPER®
ENGINE
Have you ever heard of Viper® Engines? Take
heart, thousands of your outdoor project
soul mates have been using products with
Viper® engines since 2005. The 212cc engine
attached to this Tazz™ comes with a 5-year
warranty and is strong enough to power through 3” diameter branches
and masses of leaves and twigs. Step up to the 10 horse model to tackle
the big jobs fast.

EASY-TO-USE
DEBRIS BAG
Many chipper shredders don’t include a
debris bag. Tazz™ not only includes a bag as
standard equipment; it also has features not
seen elsewhere that make it the easiest bag
to use in the industry. Among its features
are a Bottom-Out™ zipper, rugged fabric handles for carrying, and a
Dock-and-Lock™ bag connector that allows you to connect your bag to
the unit fast.

EXCLUSIVE
VACUUM KIT
AVAILABLE
Tazz™ is the only product that offers an
optional vacuum kit. Jobs like leaf clean-up,
and grass-clipping are just some of the tasks
a vacuum kit can make easier. The Tazz™ vacuum kit with features like a unique Air Gate™ and largest-in-class rotor
produces 20% more vacuum than other chippers in its class.
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SPECIFICATIONS
BRAND

TAZZ™

OIL INCLUDED

YES

ENGINE BRAND

VIPER®

LOW OIL SHUTDOWN

NO

ENGINE TYPE

4-CYCLE, SINGLE CYLINDER

RECOMMENDED OIL

ENGINE TORQUE

8.86 FT-LB GROSS TORQUE

UL LISTING

NO

ITEM HAS MSDS

NO

ENGINE DISPLACEMENT

212CC

K32™
MAXIMUM RPM

3600

START TYPE

RECOIL

Chipper
ENGINE OIL CAPACITY
FUEL TANK CAPACITY
Shredder

0.95 GALLONS

TIRE MATERIAL

2
2.5 X Ø14 IN

ROTOR MATERIAL

STEEL

HOPPER DIMENSIONS

16.75 X 13.25 IN

BAG DIMENSIONS

24 X 36 IN

LIMB CHUTE

YES

REDUCTION RATIO

20:1

CARDBOARD

TIRE DIAMETER (IN)
TIRE WIDTH (IN)

NUMBER OF KNIVES
GRINDING CHAMBER

PACKAGING TYPE

16.902 FL. OZ.

FUEL 212cc
TYPE
87+ OCTANE UNLEADED
with
Viper® Engine
HAMMERS
2 J-HAMMERS, 2 TRI-HAMMERS
Mfg#
18493

10W-30

11
2 IN
RUBBER

NET WEIGHT (LB)

121

GROSS WEIGHT (LB)

131

ASSEMBLED DIMENSIONS (IN)

25.4 X 29.9 X 51.9

BOXED DIMENSIONS (IN)

32.2 X 23.9 X 23.1

40’ HC QUANTITY
UPC CODE
WARRANTY

208 UNITS
012642003233
CHIPPER SHREDDER 5 YEAR, ENGINE 5 YEAR

Process of a chipper shredder on a branch: 20:1 Reduction Ratio

3” Diameter Maximum

Chipping Knives
Slice

J-Hammers
Chop and Cut

Tri-Hammers
Pulverize

All weights, specifications and features are approximate and are subject to change without notice. Due to continuous product improvements, product images may not be exact. Warning labels in some
product images may have been removed for photography purposes only. Props shown in photos not included. Some assembly may be required.

Ardisam is an American company based in the heart of the Midwest, where the Seasons help shape the
character of who we are and the products we build. Because we believe in and use the many products we
design, we are uniquely qualified to deliver genuine innovation and service that are born of the outdoor rural
lifestyle in which we live. Spring, Summer, Winter, or Fall, we are always prepared to serve the needs of our
customers through the best designed products on the market, as well as through our world class customer service. Since 1960, Ardisam has built its legacy on the tradition of providing countless customers with
exceptional service and value through its many brands that span all Seasons and stand the test of time.
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